The Power of

One Small Step
by Don M. Winn

As a dyslexia advocate and a dyslexic myself, I am well acquainted with a feeling
I call “overwhelm.” Because the dyslexic brain takes more time (sometimes
much more time) to do its necessary processing chores, those of us with this
condition often feel submerged by our to-do list, and nearly always feel behind.
This situation isn’t limited to adults in the workplace; it begins as soon as a child
enters school. Feelings of being overwhelmed are the constant companions of a
child who struggles to learn.
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When a child with dyslexia or
another learning challenge struggles
to do things that seem easy for
others, or, worse, if he feels unable
to do expected tasks, he concludes
that there is something seriously
wrong with him. Shame and fear of
exposure result, with a concomitant
escalation of feelings of overwhelm.
He quietly, desperately tries one
thing after another, only to conclude
that since he hasn’t been able to
discover a solution, there must not
be one.
One danger here is that according
to statistics, struggling students
who don’t receive necessary
interventions and accommodations
by fourth grade rarely recover lost
academic ground.
When students fall so far behind,
what kind of support do they need
most? Parents, teachers, or even
students themselves may feel such a
sense of urgency to regain academic
traction that they believe that only
giant leaps forward will get the child
caught up. This belief only increases
the pressure (and failure rate) for
the student, because that’s not how
the human brain makes progress.
In fact, the more radical the
expectation, the greater the increase
in fear for the student.
This is important because fear is
generated as a response of the deep
limbic system in the brain, which
has implications for learning. When
we feel fear, the brain’s fight-orflight response takes over, and
the prefrontal cortex—the calm,
reasoning, thinking part of the brain
needed for learning—goes offline.
The amygdala, which is the emotiongenerating center of the brain, plays
a huge role in limbic response.

Once triggered, the amygdala floods
the brain with fearful thoughts like,
“What if I can’t learn? What if I’m
broken? What if I’m too far behind?
What if others notice how badly I am
doing and I’m rejected?” The burden
of these deep, crushing fears
forestalls progress, and the degree
of overwhelm escalates even more.
The result: exponentially greater
challenges to learning.

No matter your child’s
age, one small,
manageable step
for both parent
and child involves
spending time
reading together.
Reading together
daily is ideal, but if
that is too difficult,
parents can make a
goal of doing so as
often as possible.
How can a parent or teacher help a
child struggling in this emotional
purgatory? The Japanese concept
of Kaizen is often used in business
situations, but it also offers
tremendous benefits on a personal
level. The principal tenet of Kaizen
is simple. It asks: “What is one small
step I can take to get from where I
am to where I want to be?”
For example, a person wishing to
increase his fitness levels after years
of inactivity might be tempted to
start running five miles a day, but that
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effort would quickly fizzle out, perhaps
due to injury or discouragement.
The Kaizen way would instead invite
the question: “Can I walk in place
during commercials while watching
TV?” That might not seem like it
would do much for a person’s fitness
level, but it’s a manageable start, and
its “doable-ness” breeds feelings of
accomplishment and increases feelings
of capability. That’s the key. Small
steps allow one to move from the
paralysis of fear into effective action.
The heart of Kaizen centers around
small questions and continuous
baby steps forward, such that we can
tiptoe past the amygdala and bypass
the fight-or-flight response. They
might be small steps, but they add
up to solid, measurable progress.
Kaizen always reminds me of the
saying, “A journey of a thousand
miles starts with a single step.”
What could Kaizen look like for a
struggling reader or student?
First, data is important—formally
assess where students actually are
in terms of academic progress. How
far behind are they? Do they really
understand how words work? Is
dyslexia the problem? How is their
comprehension? Their writing or
math skills? This step might sound
overly basic, but in real-life scenarios,
this is often one area that’s crucially
missing. All public schools provide
such evaluations, although sometimes
parents have to be persistent to make
sure their child has been adequately
evaluated. Parents could also consult
an independent testing professional.
At times, medical diagnostics can
enter the picture as well; perhaps
an auditory processing disorder or
a visual problem is compounding
matters. Or maybe ADD is a factor.
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Once all the determinations have been made, it’s
important that parents and teachers don’t label these
findings as “good” or “bad.” They are just the child’s reality
of the moment and represent areas of opportunity—a
“You are here” dot on the child’s map.

such as explicit, multisensory learning (the most effective,
research-based method for teaching all children to read),
and terms that relate to testing, school accommodation
programs, the legal rights of every child as they relate to
education and accommodation, and more.

Second, ask, “What’s one small action we can take
today to make progress?” Remember, the goal is to
keep that fight-or-flight switch in the off position. The
child’s amygdala is already in overdrive due to all the
frustrations and fears he has experienced so far. Actions
need to be doable, manageable, and easily within the
realm of the child’s possibility so as to build the child’s
self-esteem and his belief that he really can learn.

Due to space constraints, we can’t delve into all those
things here, but I have dozens of free resources for
parents and educators on my website to help understand
current science and interventions for students struggling
with any aspect of learning.

No matter your child’s age, one small, manageable step
for both parent and child involves spending time reading
together. Reading together daily is ideal, but if that
is too difficult, parents can make a goal of doing so as
often as possible.
Shared reading comforts and encourages a struggling
child, reminding him that stories are fun, and that
reading together is fun and enriching. When the parent
reads aloud, it takes the pressure off the child and lets
him focus on the pleasures of reading. Shared reading says
that even though reading is hard, it is worth your best
effort because of what it brings to your life. It says to your
child, you are worth my time, attention, and love. It says I
am here to help; you are not alone.
Some reading materials are more helpful than others.
Books that include heroes of self-reference—characters
who deal with feelings and problems like your child’s—are
especially beneficial. A child discerns messages of healing
and hope from books featuring a character who feels like
he does. As the character begins to be curious about what
he’s experiencing and gets help and support to ultimately
succeed, it builds hope and confidence in the struggling
reader that he can succeed as well.
Reading together is key, but reading together and then
discussing the material with the child offers parents the
opportunity to observe what their child understands
and what he doesn’t currently grasp. Each observation
provides an opportunity for a new Kaizen question: What
is one small step we can take to make progress?
Third, there are a number of technical terms and
techniques many parents must familiarize themselves with,
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If parents don’t know what’s available, or what’s effective
for kids struggling with similar issues, they don’t know
what to ask for or how to advocate (if necessary). This
can be more than a bit overwhelming for parents who
assumed that once in school, their child would be able to
learn effectively through conventional teaching methods,
but fear not, help is available.
Remember the Kaizen way: Small, manageable baby steps
are the way through, no matter how much your child is
struggling. Remediation won’t happen overnight, but
progress will happen. Day by day, step by step, you can
help your child succeed.
More on this topic and many others are available in my
book, Raising a Child with Dyslexia: What Every Parent
Needs to Know.
Don M. Winn is an award-winning author, keynote
speaker, and dyslexia advocate. He has written
numerous articles about dyslexia and helping
struggling readers. His dyslexia resources are
available at donwinn.com.
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1 For All by Sean McCollum
Can J.J. help lead his team to victory in
the face of enormous challenges? Can J.J.
and his teammates salvage a lost season?
J.J. Pickett, captain of the Traverse Middle
School Musketeers, thinks this is the year
he will lead his eighth-grade team to the
conference title. But bad breaks, a new
coach, and a long-standing grudge
sabotage his hopes and leave him
struggling on and off the court.
Available through Ingram Wholesale and Amazon.

